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The perfect model for the study of emission reduction

policies

Intertemporal able to capture the most important drivers of development in
their bi-directional relation with climate policies (e.g. population growth,
technological progress, income growth, should be “endogenous”).

Time consistent prescriptions free of systematic mistakes

With a particularly realistic representation of abatement/energy efficiency
improvement options in the energy sector (but why not also in agriculture and
forestry sectors?)

With multi-national multi-sectoral detail to capture international and inter
sectoral trade and rebound effects triggered by climate policies (i.e. price
formation should be also endogenous and drive resource allocation),
opportunities from carbon trading.

Capturing the free riding incentive (i.e. non cooperative or strategic behaviours)

With a multi-household representation to capture distributional issues…

…and I’m sure I’m forgetting something



In practice

Notwithstanding progresses, still the “perfect” model does not
exist.

Rather, there are different tools to address different
questions/issues with complementary strengths and weaknesses.

There is also an increasing effort to integrate different approaches
and/or to “hybridize” them.



A quick model taxonomy

• Top-down macroeconomic models.

• Dynamic Optimization models

• Computable General Equilibrium models

• Macro-econometric models

• Bottom-up (energy) models

• Hybridization (a couple of examples)



Dynamic optimization models



Dynamic optimization models

They operationalize:

 the paradigm of neoclassical (read exogenous TP, Solow 1956,
Swann, 1956; Ramsey, 1928; Cass, 1965; Koopman, 1965) or new
growth theory (read endogenous TP: Romer, 1986, 1990;
Grossmann-Helpman, 1994; Aghion and Howitt, 1998).

 Empirical application of growth model to the environment/climate
change issues dates back to the beginning of the ‘90s.

 Probably the most known of these models is the Nordhaus DICE-
RICE model family (Nordhaus and Yang 1991  Nordhaus and
Boyer 2001).

 Now they are amply used in the assessment of climate change
policies (see e.g. the IPCC AR5 (2014), representatives at the EMF )



Main features

 They are multi country, but often one-sector models (no
intersectoral or international trade)

 Representative agents (central national or global planners) are
rational (they optimize intertemporally with full foresight).

 They can address complex dynamics in economic, technological,
climate/environmental and ultimately decision processes (for
instance endogenous TP, strategic interaction among decision
makers represented as players in international environmental
negotiations, «hard link» between climate and economic systems).

 The dynamic complexity imposes simple representations of the
phenomena analyzed: as said, no international intersectoral trade,
top-down description of the technology, reduced-form climate
change damage functions



Main features
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What do we mean by «top-down» represenation of the technology?
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What do we mean by reduced-form climate change damage function?

What do we mean by «hard link»?

Closed loop between
climate change and
economic system



CGE models



CGE models

They “operationalize” the economic systems based upon the:

 neoclassical theory of general economic equilibrium (Walras,
1874; Arrow-Debreu, 1954; Negishi, 1960, Showen-Whalley,
1992) + international macroeconomic (Armington 1969)

 Originally applied to the field of international trade and partly
public sector policies (tariffs and taxes). Since the ‘90s increasingly
applied to study the economic implications of climate change
policies and impacts

 Well known to the «policy environment»: European
Commission GEM-E3, CAGE GEM-E3; IFPRI ; OECD GREEN
and ENV-LINKAGE; World Bank ENVISAGE



Main features

 There are many countries and many sectors, some multi household ex.

 Representative agents are rational (optimizing behavior by firms and
households)

 Markets are perfectly competitive and in equilibrium (demand matches
supply).

 Markets are interdependent => intra and international trade is explicitly
modelled, prices are endogenous. When excess demand or supply
materialize, factor of production goods and services re-locate inter-
nationally/sectorally responding to price signals to re-store the
equilibrium

 Macroeconomic richness => Top-down representation of the
technology, exogenous TP, simplified intertemporal dynamics

 These models are “calibrated”: demand and supply replicate observed
market exchanges in a given reference year



Macroeconometric models



Macroeconometric models

 They consist in huge systems of dynamic equations mimicking demand
and supply whose evolution ends up to be validated, and thus
determined, by past empirical observations rather than economic
theory.

 They are also called “neo-Keynesian” as they developed from Keynesian
economics, where the “demand side drives the system”.

 Their empirical derivation allow them to consider with some flexibility
departures from perfect competition, e.g. in energy and labour markets
accounting for market power and bargaining processes.

 There are two main criticism against macroeconometric models: Being
parameterized on the past they may be weak in long-term projections.
Being tailored on macroeconomic empirical observation they cannot
capture the impacts of policy shocks on micro agents behaviour (also
known as the “Lucas critique”).



Bottom up models



Bottom up models

 Originally the term referred to models with an engineering
representation of the energy sector.

 Today «bottom up» more loosely used to characterize those models
with a focus on technological options in single specific
markets/sectors or domains, assuming «the rest» exogenous.

 Bottom-up energy models are amply used in combination with top-
down economic models for the study of climate scenarios and
policies. They are well represented in the IPCC process (G-CAM model
from the Joint Global Change Research Institute of the Pacific
Northwest National Lab of Maryland Uni used to represent RCP 4.5),
but also in institutional analyses e.g. the EC uses (among other) the
PRIMES model developed by the E3M-Lab of the National Technical
University of Athens.



Main features

 They are multi country, energy-sector models (no intersectoral or
international trade of other commodities)

 Multi-sector, technology-oriented representation of energy
demand and supply (e.g. many energy demand sectors, many
new/renewable technologies and many power generation
technologies)

 Simulation of oil and gas: discoveries and reserves for main
producers

 International energy prices and markets (inport export) can be
endogenous

 The main question they try to answer is: what is the investment
cost of fulfilling a given energy demand.

 Often linked with other models (e.g. top-down, but also land use)



Modelling emission restrictions



Modelling emission restrictions

Irrespectively of the modelling approach, emissions are a by-product of the 
economic activity, linked to the use of «dirty» inputs
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Production function

Emission function with abatement

When emission reductions are imposed - directly fixing quotas, indirectly
fixing taxes, with mixed systems allowing intersectoral/intercountry
efficiency like cap-and-trade - models exploit the «duality» between prices
(taxes) and quantities (emissions).
i.e. even quotas (quantity restrictions) can be implemented into a model as
long as they attach a price/cost to what was previously an input free-of-
charge. This is a shadow price that affects the production activity
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Emission function

Production function with 
emissions

Abatement cost
function



Modelling emission quotas

Country A

Abatement 
cost per 
unit of 
emission 
abated

Abated 
emissions0 abatement 100% abatement

Country B

50% abatement

«Shadow price» 
cost of carbon in A

«Shadow price» 
cost of carbon in B
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Toatal abatement costs = area (okh)  for country B + area (okj) for country A

In CGE models the shadow cost is also implemented as a shadow tax that increases the
cost of polluting inputs (fossil fuels). In the other model types the shadow cost is the
result of the emission constraint imposed to the production activity

l

Note that the example here is for countries, 
but it can hold for sectors, technologies, 

plants…



Modelling emission taxes

Country A

Abatement 
cost per 
unit of 
emission 
abated

Abated 
emissions0 abatement 100% abatement

Country B

50% abatement

Carbon tax in A

Carbon tax in B

o k

h

j

Toatal abatement costs = area (okh)  for country B + area (okj) for country A
Tax paid = area (klmh) for country B + area (klnj) for country A  in all model types the tax 
can be explicitly imposed and «distorts» the input prices according to their carbon intensity
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Issue on how to use the revenues: lump-sum transfers, cut in other distortionary taxes, or to 
subsidize specific activities 



Modelling cap and trade

Country A

Abatement 
cost per 
unit of 
emission 
abated

Abated 
emissions0 abatement 100% abatement

Country B

50% abatement

Shadow price of 
carbon in A

Shadow price of 
cabon in B

o k

h

j

Toatal abatement costs = area (orp)  for country B + area (osq) for country A
k-q emissions bougth by A = p-k emissions sold by B
Area (qkjs) WTP by country A > Area (kprh) WTA by country B
Area (stj) gain for country A; Area (trh) WTA for country B
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rsPermit price in the 
market t



Modelling cap and trade

In CGE and DO models cap and trade (ETS) is implemented through an
iterative process determining that tax which allows to reach the total
abatement constraint, then emission reductions short or long the
country targets are exchanged at that tax value and accrue (decrease)
sellers (buyers) income. Domestic vs different levels of coordination
actions can be tested.

Different country burden sharing can be tested (e.g. contraction and
convergence, historical emissions etc.)

Different permit allocation rules. Grandfathering vs auctioning of
permits. DO models usually adopt a grandfathering perspective, while
CGE models an auctioning one.

CGE models can address ETS at the sectorial level.

In BU model the same process occurs within the energy sector level
highlighting credits generated by each energy production unit.



What Dynamic Optimization models do and do not do 

wrt emission reduction policies (taxes, quotas, ETS)



What DOMs do and do not do (1):

 With a top-down representation of technology, available abatement
options are: input (fuel) switching, reduction (lower economic activity),
and, in model with endogenous technological change, also investment
to develop a more efficient/productive input (same input, more
output). Key parameters, elasticity of factor substitution, investment
cost

 All is known from t=1 to t=T => the decision is time consistent (no
systematic mistakes) good for long term assessments

 Modelling both damages from emissions and cost of emission
reduction a DO model can compute the optimal (lowest cost-benefit
ratio) emission reduction path, and its dual: the associated optimal
carbon tax profile (shadow price of carbon) with or without ETS: this is
«policy optimization»;



What DOMs do and do not do (2):

 A DO model can also determine the cost and the associated carbon tax
profile of an imposed emission reduction path (or vice-versa), with or
without ETS; this is «policy evaluation»

 The full link climate change-damages-economy also allows for
capturing the free riding incentive and model complex cross-country
strategic interaction analyses

 Without sectoral breakdown the implications of mitigation policies
(effectiveness, efficiency, equity e.g. carbon trading, leakages etc.) can
be analyzed only across countries.

 The absence of international and intersectoral trade and endogenous
price formation does not allow for the analysis of cross sectoral
rebound effects and especially competitiveness effects.



What CGE models do and do not do wrt emission

reduction policies (taxes, quotas, ETS)



What CGEMs do and do not do (1)

Exogenous Technical progress, top-down representation of the
technology and fixed input substitutability => emission reduction driven
just by fixed fuel switching and reduction of economic activity. Also
efficiency improvement plays a role, however it is exogenous or policy
independent)

Capital vintages approach: The way in which capital (and energy) combines with other
factors of production changes over time (substitutability increases). Accordingly, as long
as capital accumulation is endogenous also the energy/carbon intensity of the production
system and ultimately its production potential are endogenous.

There are indeed CGE models featuring fully endogenous technical progress (LbD or R&D),
(Sue Wing, 2003; Kemfert, 2005; Otto and Löschel, 2009; Schwark, 2010), but they are not
amply used and are affected by the myopic nature of the expectation process.



What CGEMs do and do not do (2)

CGE models are typically used to determine the cost and the
associated carbon tax profile of an imposed emission reduction path
(and vice-versa) with or without ETS; this is «policy evaluation».

The explicit representation of intersectoral and international trade
allows for a particularly rich description of policy-induced leakage,
competitiveness and terms of trade impacts (price effects) at the
country and sectoral level, including intersectoral carbon trading. I.e.
effectiveness, efficiency and equity issues can be addressed also at
the industry level (including agriculture and forestry REDD).

There are also some CGE developments of multi household analyses



What CGEMs do and do not do (3)

 Difficult to be developed into fully dynamic  computational
difficulty due number of countries and markets => stylized
dynamics with “myopic” agents  problems to study transitions,
endogenize technological progress, representing the appearence of
new technologies.

 being calibrated good for short, mid-term analyses, less for long-
term ones

 they are equilibrium models, market imperfections only with ad
hoc modelization

 data intensive



What Bottom Up models do and do not do wrt

emission reduction policies (taxes, quotas, ETS)



What BUMs do and do not do

 They provide a detailed technological picture of the energy sector,
therefore they can highlight the potential penetration (and constraints
to that penetration) of new low-carbon technological options
triggered by climate change policies. They thus mimic the potential
restructuting (re-composition) of the energy sector (demand and
supply) in terms of installed capacity, plant types etc.

 They determine the investment needs (costs) necessary, where and
when.

 The full macroeconomic context is exogenus therefore they neglect
the feedbacks of market reactions both on energy and carbon prices.



Example 1 of hybridization (soft) 

Macroeconomic
drivers from a TD
(e.g. CGE) model
feed a bottom-up
model for energy
reactions, which are
re-used to re-
calibrate energy
sector responses in
the TD model .



Example 2 of hybridization (hard) 

Full integration of main BU features into a TD (e.g. a DO) model

Source: WITCH  model (Bosetti et al. 2006)



Example: Macroeconomic costs of mitigation

Source: IPCC AR5(2014)



Examples: Marginal costs of mitigation

Source: IPCC AR5(2014)



Example: the role of TP

Source: IPCC, (2007)



Regional mitigation costs relative to global average. Relative costs are computed as the
cumulative costs of mitigation over the period 2020 – 2100, discounted at a 5 %, divided by
cumulative discounted economic output over that period. Scenarios assume no carbon
trading across regions. The numbers below the regions names indicate the number of
scenarios in each box plot. Source: WGIII AR5 Scenario Database (Annex II.10), idealized
implementation and default (see Section 6.3.1) technology scenarios.

Examples: distribution of mitigation costs

Source: IPCC AR5(2014)



Thanks



Sketching a DO model (with environment)
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Objective function

Production function

Interperiodal capital accumulation

Budget constraint

Adding endogenous TP

Adding the environment
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What do we mean by «top-down» represenation of the technology?
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What do we mean by reduced-form climate change damage function?



Sketching a CGE model: the circular economy

Consumers

(households, government)

Producers

(firms, government)

Maximise welfare

from consumption

Minimise cost

of production

supply

demand supply

demand

Input markets

K, L, Land, NR

Income

Income

Output markets

Goods and

services

Constrained 

by income

Constrained 

by technology

They meet in

Prices change to match 
demand and supply 

claims



Sketching a CGE model: price adjustments

Supply

Demand

Quantity

Price

Peq

Qeq

Supply 1

Qeq 1

Peq 1

Note that the adjustment is instantaneus and the
information is of the comparative static type



Sketching a CGE model: recursive dynamics

Supply

Demand

Quantity

Price

Peq

Qeq

Supply 1

Qeq 1

Peq 1

Supply

Demand

Quantity

Price

Peq

Qeq

Supply 1

Qeq 1

Peq 1

Supply

Demand

Quantity

Price

Peq

Qeq

Supply 1

Qeq 1

Peq 1

T=0 T=1 T=2

Eqil.=0 Eqil.=1 Eqil.=2

Supply

Demand

Quantity

Price

Peq

Qeq

Supply 1

Qeq 1

Peq 1

Eqil.=3

T=3

time

There is a sequence of static equilibria linked by a dynamic
process (capital accumulation) decided just one period for 
the next one. «Myopy» e.g. not abatement postponing

I0  Kf, t=0=Kb, t=1
I1  Kf, t=1=Kb, t=2 I2  Kf, t=2=Kb, t=3



Sketching a BU model

Simulation of electricity
production and
capacities for different
power plant categories

Final energy demand,
by sector, with income,
price-effects and
technological trends;

+

Source: Kitous (2006)


